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“The Future Ain’t What

It Used to Be”

 From being at its mercy 

to being in charge

OR

 Letting it go by with a 

smile instead of a panic



Gordon Moore

Moore’s Law

Capacity will 

Double every 

1.5 to

2 years



What does Moore’s Law Mean in 

Practical Terms?

1. Cycles of abundance and scarcity – planning for both

2. Cost of using resources nears zero – which generates ways to use the capacity

1. Note there may still be choke points – bandwidth limits compete with smaller slices

3. Installed base grows exponentially, even if addition of each segment is linear

4. The invention of tools increases rate of growth

1. Example of Genomics

2. Example of UPS and Fed Ex

3. Example of routers and switches

5. Effects organizations

1. Products

2. Internal processes

3. Expectations



What happens to each of Porter’s five forces 

if you multiply current IT capacity by 10?



What’s true for 

Transistors appears to

Be true for just about ANY

Information related 

technology

Ray Kurtzweil

Convergence



What does Convergence Mean in 

Practical Terms?

1. Increasingly affordances represent a string of technologies (or a “stack” –

not all increase at the same rate

1. This is why it is so frustrating when the end product just “doesn’t work”

2. Cost of using resources nears zero – but not necessarily at the same time

3. There may still be choke points – bandwidth limits compete with smaller 

slices

4. The expanding frontier of knowledge/ignorance

5. Question – what if we put these technologies together?



Secondary effects

 Planning horizon

 Need to plan for technologies that don’t exist

 May need to plan for technologies that will have “forked” in unexpected ways

 Disruptive as well as linear technologies – new principles as well as evolution

 Unintended consequences

 How plan for the unknown?

 Adjust for all the expected problems

 Contingency resources

 Look for unintended consequences



Two approaches to assessing the future

 Looking for innovation – disruptive and evolutionary -- Clayton M. Christensen

 Return to key issues with more firepower – “old wine new jug”; “what goes 
around comes around”

 Labor – how work gets done

 The “gig” economy

 Offshoring/outsourcing – the key is monitoring work and assembling pieces

 “Cloud” computing and virtualization

 Information

 Big data, data analytics, data mining, machine learning

 Before and after processing

 GIGO – the data infrastructure



Hybrids and interim steps

Not just important where we arrived, but also how we got there

Each step is crowded with alternatives and open possibilities



Possibilities with Hybrids

Driverless cars

 Evolving from “cruise control”

 Analogy of the train and virtual tracks

 Car as moving computer

 Analogy of the drone

 Where each car talks to all the others

 Getting on the freeway, driving as a pack

Tesla



Possibilities with Hybrids -- 2

3D printer

 Cutting from block – issues of materials, algorithms – run time versus preset

 Spraying on – the “ink jet model”

 Distance printing

 Organic materials

 Integration of pieces on an assembly line

 At distant site – issue from moving finished parts to raw materials, change in cost 

and sensitivity



Possibilities with Hybrids -- 3

Wearable computers

 Clothes with circuitry

 Built in spaces for attachments and swapping out

 New capabilities that clothes can enable

 IoC – the internet of clothes – what happens when your hat can talk to your 

shoes?



Systems and Complexity

 Combinatorial Explosion

 Cannot test all combinations

 Have to prune the tree of possibilities

 Have to consider even the absurd and the outliers

 Have to set aside “proof” and settle for the calculus of proof – moving 

toward but never arriving at certainty



Projects

 Urgent 

 Whatever is necessary

 Long term

 Efficiency – Iron Triangle

 Effectiveness – Benefits realization



Benefit Realization

 Realizing strategies through projects (top down)

 Incremental change adding up to strategy (bottom up)

 Create the most positive change with the least cost and 
disruption

 Executing on time and budget is essential …but improving as 
you go is better!

 The importance of intangibles

 Selecting for lifetime benefit

 Executing to position receipt of intangible benefit

 Evaluating to see if small changes can leverage investments



Selection

Execution

Application

Estimation

Criteria

Planning

Adjustment

Opportunity seeking

Evaluation metrics

Multi-purposing

Platforming

How do we manage for benefit realization?



Additional Trends

 Gamification

 Crowdsourcing

 Entrepreneurship/innovation

 Sources of Benefit

 Agile

 Virtual teams/work

 Change management

 Kinds of Benefits

 Sustainability

 Ethics

 Knowledge



Gamification



Life is a game, old chum…

 Moving from training to implementation– Ender’s game

 Designing applications as games – evolution on a platform instead of new stand 
alones

 Spreading to other sorts of work like supply chain, human resource 
management, 

 Is there anything that cannot be done through a game?

 Demand for “fun” and “engagement”

 In education

 In work

 In work-life balance



Change management

 Engineering the environment as well as the product/service

 Technically, working on space and logistics

 Organizationally, considering work arrangements, reporting, communications, 
and departmental structures

 When changing the settings – the org chart for example – is the same as 
changing all the reporting relationships

 Internet as the nerve system of the organization rather than as an attribute



Entrepreneurship and innovation

 The entrepreneurial attitude

 Looking for what’s needed and fulfilling

 Looking for the “pivot” and putting good ideas to multiple uses

 Spin-offs

 Double loop learning

 Environment scanning and absorptive capacity



Agile Processes

 Work in planning action loops rather than 
one larger planning action sequence

 Extensively used in IS, but differentiates 
customer facing and platform activity

 The rise of the hybrid

 Substitutes for traditional PM components

 Firm schedules

 Firm risk management

 Documentation

 Training/implementation



Virtual Teams

 Evolution of tools

 What users want

 What users don’t want, but improves performance

 The task of managing at a distance

 Documenting the understood and assumed

 How much interpersonal coherence do you need?

 Execution and coordination through better communication



Crowdsourcing

 Project selection

 Outsourcing work packages

 Testing ideas and designs



Two aspects

of sustainability

 Stewardship 

of the planet

 Products and 

services that 

survive once 

launched



Sustainability

 Substituting force and materials with knowledge

 Shifting products on the dock instead of loading the warehouse

 Transparency and rerouting

 Risk of total substitution versus human support

 Sustainability as goal, but also as criteria for means

 Baking in and adding on



Security/Ethics

 Basic principles

 Rules

 Consequences

 Stakeholders and tradeoffs

 Risk – negative events, anticipating, detecting – triggers and signs, planned 
responses, ad hoc responses, building improved future projects

 Protecting project activities 

 Building protection into products/services created by projects



Ethics – It isn’t just what you do, it is also 

how you do it

 Four PM issues

 Responsibility

 Respect

 Fairness

 Honesty

 Key Proactive Initiatives

 Aligning incentives

 Creating environment

 Modelling behaviors

 Triggers for Prevention – detection -- remediation



Knowledge management

 What is Knowledge

 Where does it come from

 Why is it important?

 Customer feedback – direct and indirect

 What you can do and what you can’t do

 How much is customer satisfaction worth?

 Service supply chain and contact at all stages

 Vertical alliances and networks

 Learning to learn

 Creating new knowledge

 Retaining knowledge

 Distributing knowledge

What IF we treated every 

Encounter as an opportunity to

Learn and every learning as

A chance to improve all aspects

Of what we are and do?

It is relatively easy for individuals

To learn from experience, but

How do we capture and

Distribute that knowledge?



Knowledge management II

 Capacity – information overload

 Convergence – what can we do; what 

should we do?

 Ethics – irreversible experiments; infinite 

combinations to test



Wisdom



Thank yous to …

 http://meconstructionnews.com/20174/expo-2020-dubai-to-unveil-

sustainability-pavilion

http://meconstructionnews.com/20174/expo-2020-dubai-to-unveil-sustainability-pavilion

